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State-of-the-art (I)

Approaching the GRACE baseline accuracy

� Improvements in Level-0 → Level-2 data processing 

· raw sensor+instrument data processing

· gravity field modeling 

· background models

Flechter et al.,GSTM, 2009
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� Goal

identify and describe significant systematic features

understand their sources



State-of-the-art (II)

Our focus: 

Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS)Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS)

� Attitude determination sensors: 

star cameras, IMU, CESS, magnetometers

� Attitude actuators:

magnetic torquers, cold-gas thrusters

KBR 

� KBR antenna phase center calibration parameters 



Methodology

Analysis of inter-satellite pointing variations

KBR inter-satellite ranging   ↔ precise pointing   ↔ AOCS

Based on Level1B multi-year data set



Features related to attitude actuators’ characteristics (I)

MTQ attitude control performance
depends on mutual orientation of the
MTQ rods and the Earth magnetic

roll

yaw

MTQ rods and the Earth magnetic
field lines

pitch

yaw

RPY are kept well within deadbands

(3, 4, 4.8 mrad for RPY)



Features related to attitude actuators’ characteristics (II)

ascending orbit
pitch

descending orbit
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Features related to attitude actuators’ characteristics (III)

pitch – “horizontal bands” with frequency 3.5mHz

MTQ currents’ dominant frequency 3.5 mHz



Features related to KBR calibration parameters (I) 

RPY bias

G-A G-BG-A G-B

roll [mrad] 2.8 -0.8

pitch [mrad] -0.7 / -0.1 2.0 / 1.50

yaw [mrad] 2.5 -1.8

based on L1B data



Features related to KBR calibration parameters (II)

RPY bias

Problem: inconsistencies between QKS and VKB+QSA, Problem: inconsistencies between QKS and VKB+QSA, 

i.e. position of the antenna phase center relative to the star camera frame

K-frame QKS
Star camera 

frame
onboard processing

K-frame VKB
Science 
reference 
frame

QSA
Star camera 

frame post-processing



Features related to KBR calibration parameters (III) 

RPY bias

effect on antenna offset correction

effect on gravity field solutions see paper Horwath et al., 2011 
(doi 10.1007/s00190-010-0414-2)



Features related to star cameras’ characteristics 

Pitch / G-A / 2007-2008 / 

Feature with typical duration of ~160d

Primary star camera switches

Head #1 Head #2 Head #1 Head #2 Head #1



Conclusions

- there is still room for improvement of the GRACE results

- focus on sensor and instrument data processing - focus on sensor and instrument data processing 

- singals in sensor data has to be understood 

- systematic effects has to be modeled if possible

- effects related to AOCS and KBR calibration parameters play a      

significant role in the current error budget
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